TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
tod no other"— phrase expressing how my Rakonitz family ever
fell in love with mysterious and sudden certainty. When on leave
he came to see me; and I was amused and at the same time
respectful of his integrity in this matter, when he not only rejected
with some abruptness the works of most of my favourite writers,
but also declared frankly that he had no interest in any of my books
but these about the Matriarch and the Rakonitz tribe of several
generations. A young man with no butter to spare. He told me
it was his aunt who originally drew his attention to these chronicles
of a family which fascinated her. Neither had any idea that it
was partially a real family getting themselves mixed up with fiction
in the way that families do, tin in time the author cannot dis-
entangle imagination from fact. The Matriarch herself, however,
was not imaginary. She was my great-aunt ; and I always thought
of her rebelliously as a tyrant if ever there was one. Idly explain-
ing these matters to the nephew of the Matriarch's fan, I asked
hi™ where his aunt lived ? It was pleasant then to discover that
sHe and the Matriarch had been neighbours during at least five
or six years before the death of Anastasia, and that without know-
ing it she must have seen that domineering figure of fiction countless
times going in and out of the house next door. "A sweet old
lady", she may have thought, for the Matriarch's manner during
her declining years was deceptive as brocade spread over a volcano.
You might have thought that that was enough coincidence.
But a few weeks later, this new friend of mine in Bomber Command
let fell by accident, and certainly without undue swagger, that
his squadron had been in some of the big raids over Lubeck and
Emdeti, and that it was an engaging habit of the R.A.F., when
they had finished dropping their bombs, sometimes to send half
a brick or an old boot hurtling after the deadlier missiles, with a
personal message attached, such as : "Don't forget your affec-
tionate cousin Bob** or "For Adolf, wishing him a happy birthday
from Les/*
"Next time you go," I asked wistfully, "do you think perhaps
you could drop a broken bottle saying, 'With Love from Peter' ?
I mean/' I added hastily, anxious not to dislocate the whole course
of the war ; "I mean, if it's not going to hinder you from dropping
real bombs/*
, and I thought he had forgotten. Then
Be ipote to me: "Your love has been well and truly dropped
ov&r Germany, at a spot just outside Bremen a few nights ago.
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